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Yvonne’s words made a number of assistants behind Sibling Long burst right into giggling. 

Even Jiang Wan might not assist mocking Yvonne. “Yvonne, who do you believe you are? 

Exactly how dare you intimidate Bro Long?” 

Bro Long bowed down, placed his hands on Yvonne’s chin, as well as stated, “I encourage 

you to pay attention to Jiang Wan’s words. She’s extremely clever. She knows that I’m not 

one to tinker, but you are threatening me. Do you believe your life is also lengthy?” 

” My spouse is a pal of Flavor Zong,” Yvonne claimed. 

Tang Zong! 

This sentence made Senior citizen sibling Long’s hair stand on end and he promptly 

released his hand. 

Tang Zong’s close friend’s spouse, can she be prompted as he pleases? 

 

” Brother Long, don’t listen to her rubbish. Jiang Wan claimed. 

What kind of individual was Steven? Brother Long had spoken with Little Dog that he was a 

good-for-nothing, as well as also the whole Jiang family members wore. How could an 

individual from such a family know Tang Zong? 

Brother Long pulled Yvonne’s hair as well as continued to claim with a grimace, “You’re not 

bad-looking, much better-looking than Jiang Wan. As long as you serve me well, I will not 

make points challenging for you.” 

 

 

 

Jiang Wan believed that she was better at appearance than Yvonne, however to her surprise, 

in Bro Long’s eyes, she was not as good-looking as Yvonne. 



At this time, Jiang Wan would certainly not care. If Yvonne actually copulated Bro Long, she 

would be extremely satisfied. She even could not wait to see Samuel’s expression after 

understanding about this matter. 

” Bro Long, she has a far better number. Do not you intend to look?” Jiang Wan claimed, 

fanning the fires. 

Elder brother Long touched his hairless head with a covetous look and also said, “It’s okay. 

Anyway, you won’t suffer losses.” 

” What do you wish to do? Don’t come over,” Yvonne said in a panic. Even Samuel had 

never ever touched her. How could she permit her body to be touched by another male? 

” Don’t be afraid. I’m extremely gentle, and it’s simply an appearance. It’s not a big deal.” 

Bro Long reached out his hand to Yvonne as he spoke. 

Simply then, the phone suddenly called. 

Bro Long took out his mobile phone as well as cursed. After seeing the customer ID, his 

mindset immediately altered a great deal. 

” Manager Tang, I have actually done what you informed me to do,” Bro Long stated. 

” Where are you? I’ll see you today,” President Flavor stated. Since Yvonne was no place to 

be located, he might only ask Jiang Wan for details. 

” It remains in the billiards area. Are you coming over now?” asked Senior citizen brother 

Long. 

” Now.”. 

Tang Zong hung up the phone. Sibling Long took a look at Yvonne and claimed, “You’re 

fortunate. I’m going to fulfill a big shot currently. I’ll have fun with you later.”. 

After that, Elder sibling Long took his males out of the basement. 

Yvonne discharged a sigh of bad luck. If she was truly tarnished by Bro Long, she would 

certainly never make love with Samuel in her life. She would really feel that she was not 

worthy of Samuel. 



” Yvonne, do not fret. Sibling Long will certainly be back quickly. When the moment comes, 

he will definitely treat you well,” Jiang Wan stated with a sneer. 

Yvonne was not fretted in all, because the Mr. Tang Bro Long had actually called on the 

phone was probably Tang Zong. If Flavor Zong had come, what risk could she have been? 

” Jiang Wan, Flavor Zong is right here. I’ll tell Samuel for this matter, and I’ll never intercede 

for you,” Yvonne stated. 

Jiang Wan’s expression altered. Offered Samuel’s partnership with Flavor Zong, if Flavor 

Zong really were ahead, it would not be Yvonne who would experience. It would certainly be 

her rather. 

” Yvonne, this is Steven’s concept. It has nothing to do with me,” Jiang Wan claimed in a 

panic. 

” Far too late. It’s far too late.”. 

 


